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Introduction

Thank you for giving RAPS Consultancy Services Pvt. Ltd. an opportunity to provide you an overview of our company. This is a continuation to our telephonic discussions; please find our company profile in brief below.

RAPS Consultancy Services Pvt. Ltd. is part of RAPS Group of companies providing industry oriented IT/ ITeS Services in northern India earlier, now spreading operations worldwide, IT – Software: Services, Solutions & Security etc.

RAPS Group is among the fastest developing business conglomerates that enjoy a commendable presence in the core sector of Indian economy. The group led by RAPS as international films production house within this time has grown to become one of the leading business conglomerates of India. Headquartered in Mumbai, RAPS Group has PAN India presence, and RAPS iTech has its own offshore software development offices in Chandigarh & Hamburg.

The major domains of operation of the RAPS Group are as follows:

- **RAPS Studio Pvt. Ltd.** ([www.rapsstudio.com](http://www.rapsstudio.com))
- **RAPS Hospitality & Allied** ([www.ha.rapscspl.com](http://www.ha.rapscspl.com))
- **RAPS iTech** ([www.rapsitech.com](http://www.rapsitech.com))
- **RAPS Geeks** ([www.rapsgeeeks.com](http://www.rapsgeeeks.com))

Divisions of **RAPS Consultancy Services Private Ltd.** ([www.rapcsipl.com](http://www.rapcsipl.com))

- **RAPS CASHBACK.com** ([www.rapscashback.com](http://www.rapscashback.com))

Promoted by **RAPS Charitable Trust** ([www.rapstrust.org](http://www.rapstrust.org))

For more details, about **RAPS Group** of companies [www.rapsgroupltd.com](http://www.rapsgroupltd.com)
Eligibility Criteria:

- BE/B.Tech/BS (IT,CSE,ICT,IS,ECE) candidate of 2017-18 batch, Passed-out & Pre-Final year students can also apply
- Diploma (IT,CSE,ICT,IS,ECE) candidate of 2017-18 batch, Pre-Final year students can also apply
- Good interpersonal and communication skills.

Selection Process:
Online Aptitude Test  ➔ Final interview at company premises, Chandigarh.

Job Location:
Chandigarh, India

Job Profile:

Remuneration:
Upto 1.80 (for Technicians) & 2.40 to 3.16 (for Graduates) Lacs p.a.

After successful conduction of the recruitment exam, initial offer letters will be distributed to the candidates falling in the “FOX” category (Refer to result criteria) and shining through the interview with exceptional knowledge and communication skills.
How to apply? “e – Recruitment 2017-18”

Step I – Click on the URL to reach E-recruitment

http://erecruitment.rapscspl.com/

Step II: Click on the URL for Sponsor/Organisation Registration

http://erecruitment.rapscspl.com/sregistration.php
After completion of sponsor/organisation registration process by the TPO/Concerned Department a **sponsor ID** would be given for further processing by company administration which will activate the status of test for the respective college/university.

TPO shall further distribute this sponsor ID to the students for their candidate registration process. All the documentation by the company regarding company profile, exam conduction and result or otherwise can be found after respective login.

*Instructions: 60 minutes duration, 60 questions, each question carries one mark with no-negative marking.*

**Step III: Click on the URL for Candidate registration**

**Sign Up for Candidate - [http://erecruitment.rapscspl.com/registration.php](http://erecruitment.rapscspl.com/registration.php)**

*Note: Before sign up please collect unique sponsor ID from your T&P cell to proceed for candidate registration. Students once registered can login to begin their test.*
RESULT CRITERIA-

The result of the exam will be displayed immediately to the students after the test in the same screen to the student.

The test result has 3 result settings namely categories –

1. Snails – failing in the test (below 75%)
2. Rabbit – Average in the test (below 85%)
3. Fox – Those passing the test (above 85%)

The result will also be displayed to the TPO immediately after the exam in his login area inside the e-Recruitment app.

Candidates falling in the “FOX” category, besides appearing in the e-Recruitment online exam are required to appear for telephonic/Skype interview online within a considerable time of an hour or two after discussion between the company officials and the T&P cell in-charge.

Exception: Unfortunately, in case there is no candidate in the FOX category, company may decide to unveil the Rabbit category and may interview top Rabbit candidates close to the FOX category with a margin of (-5%).

We appreciate your precious time input and are looking forward to hire budding aspirants from your organization.

For any query, feel free to call us at +91 8699017272 or write us at career@rapsitech.com
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